This paper presents a hybrid approach to deriving a translation lexicon from unaligned parallel Chinese-English corpora. Based on the observation that the English translation of a Chinese compound often involves two or more English words, a heuristic is presented that accepts Chinese-English word pairs as correct if two consecutive English words are proposed to correspond to the same Chinese word in ,a statistical or dictionary-based approach. In addition, document-external word distributions are utilised to measure word pair co-occurrences in the whole corpus. Words with low co-occurrence ratios are then filtered out. The two proposed methods can derive a translation lexicon of more than 94% precision.
Introduction
The compilation of a large translation lexicon is very costly, laborious, and time-consuming. Automation of all or most of the compilation process is therefore highly desirable. This goal has been made possible by the availability of large parallel corpora, machine-readable bilingual dictionaries, and statistical algorithms that have been proposed in recent years. In this paper, we address the problems encountered by statistics-based and dictionary-based approaches in deriving and augmenting a translation lexicon. We advocate a hybrid approach combining statistical and dictionary information to increase the recall, In addition, we suggest using proximity and global distributions of word pairs to enhance the precision. Fung and Church (1994) propose a simple algorithm to find word correspondences from unaligned parallel texts. The basic idea is that a true word pair should have similar distributions in terms of the position of its occurrence in the text. To estimate the similarity of co-occurrence, the parallel texts are split into the same number of segments (K) and the distributions of each word are represented in a 1...K binary vector. For instance, suppose the Chinese and English texts are divided into ten segments. Suppose further that the Chinese word tiff daxue occurs ten times, with the first 3 occurrences in the fourth segment and the remaining 7 occurrences in the seventh segment and that the English word university appears twelve times, with the first 4 occurrences in the fourth segment and the remaining 8 occurrences in the seventh segment. Using the K binary vectors, the distributions of both the Chinese and English words in question can be represented as <0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0>. Mutual information (MI) and t-score are then used to estimate the correlation of a proposed word correspondence. The mutual information and t-score of the word pair are defined in (1) and (2).
The K-vec Algorithm
(1) MI(Vc ,Ve ) = log
* Chinese Knowledge Information Processing Group, Institute of Information Science, Academia Sinica, Nankang, Taipei 115, Taiwan. E-mail: imgao@hp.iis.sinica.edu.tw where a is the number of pieces of segments in which both the Chinese and the English words occur; b is the number of pieces of segment where only the Chinese word is found; c is the number of pieces of segment where only the English word is found.
The t-score is introduced to filter out word pairs with low frequency which happen to co-occur in the same segment. by chance. The threshold value of MI and t-score are set to be 0 and 1.65, respectively. Only word pairs which are higher than the predetermined threshold values and in the frequency range 3-10 are considered to be potential mutual translations. Fung and Church (1994) observe that K, the number of segments in the bilingual texts, has a decisive factor in the performance of the algorithm. If K is too large, there will be many spurious word pairs. On the other hand, if K is too small, very few word pairs can be identified. They thus suggest that K be set to the square root of the length of the bilingual texts.
We reimplemented the K-vec algorithm and tested it with seven articles of the Sinorama Chinese-English parallel corpus, which consists of bilingual articles from the Sinorama Magazine. Since there are no delimiters between words in Chinese, the Chinese texts were first preprocessed by the word segmentation program reported in Chen and Liu (1992) . Table 1 summarises the results of the experiments. It indicates that the number of word pairs proposed by K-vec depends on the length as well as the nature of the text. Although K-vec invariably performs poorly with small texts, there are significant discrepancies between bilingual texts of similar length. Take texts 5 and 6 for example, which are of similar length but for which the results differ radically. Equally noticeable in Table 1 is the fact that longer texts do not necessarily have better performance in terms of recall or precision, as can be seen from comparisons between texts 2 and 5, as well as 6 and 7. Since none of the bilingual articles chosen involved additions or deletions of a large segment, we suspect that the huge disparity of performance manifested in Table I may be attributed to differences in text structures. Quantitatively speaking, if a bilingual text is full of recurrent terms or proper names, the co-occurrence ratio of a true word pair will be high, as they do not have morphological variants, synonyms, or hyponyms which discount the similarity measures. As a result, K-vec can perform better. If, however, the lexical patterning of a bilingual text involves relatively few identical repetitions, the performance of K-vec will inevitably be poor. In other words, the cohesive devices employed in a bilingual text greatly influence the performance of K-vec.
K-vec is a typical example which shows the strength and limitations of statistical word alignment algorithms. In fact, all the statistical algorithms that have been proposed to extract word correspondences from unaligned parallel corpora including Kay and ROscheisen (1993) , K-vec, and DK-vec (Fung and McKeown (1994, 1997) ) cannot be exempt from the limitations on text length and frequency (c.f. Haruno and Yamazaki's (1996) critique of Kay and Räscheisen (1993) , Jones and Somers' (1995) experiments on K-vec, and Somers and Ward's (1996) evaluation of DK-vec based on several parallel corpora). Due to the shortcomings of statistical approaches, several researchers (e.g. Kumano and Hirakawa (1994) , Utsuro et al. (1994) , Haruno and Yamazaki (1996) ) have advocated, combining statistical and linguistic information. In the following section, we explore a dictionarybased approach and show why it is necessary to integrate linguistic with statistical information.
Why is it Non-trivial to Use Bilingual Dictionary Lookup for Word Alignment?
Contrary to one' s'intuition, using bilingual dictionary lookup to find word correspondences is non-trivial. We conducted a small experiment using English-to-Chinese dictionary lookup on the basis of exact string matching. The result showed that of 212 English words our bilingual dictionary actually only found 17 translations, five of which were contextually incorrect. In other words, .the precision of exact matching was only 70.59%, while the recall was as low as 5.66%.
The low recall was due to three factors. First, the bilingual dictionary we used was not comprehensive. Second, we did not use morphological processing and simply removed the most productive suffixes such as -ed, -ing, -er, and -est. Third, words might not be the smallest units for translation. Often, translations are done chunk by chunk, where a chunk might consist of a phrase, collocation, fixed expression, or even a sentence. Furthermore, some constructions or patterns must be regarded as translation templates that cannot be decomposed into smaller units.
Since the recall of dictionary lookup based on exact matching was too low, we experimented on using inexact (i.e. partial) matching. In the same sample paragraph of 212 English words, English-to-Chinese dictionary lookup based on partial matching suggested 172 word correspondences, 51 of which were correct, obtaining 29.65% precision and 24.05% recall. This result showed that inexact matching has higher recall (24.05% vs. 5.66%) but lower precision (29.65% vs. 70.59%) than exact matching. The choice of exact or inexact matching is thus a trade-off between precision and recall. The following question naturally arises. How can we filter out spurious word pairs if inexact matching is adopted?
Using Positional Information to Filter Out Unlikely Word Correspondences
Positional information plays an important role in distinguishing which word correspondence is more likely. The notion of applying positional difference information to word alignment has been used by several researchers in various forms, e.g. Dagan et al. (1993) , McKeown (1994, 1997) , Jones and Somers (1995) .
Intuitively, we would expect that the positional ratio of a word in the source text to its translation in the target text should not differ too much if there are not many omissions or additions in the translation process. This intuition can be expressed in (3). where xi and yi are the offsets from the beginning of the English and Chinese texts in words and n e and nc are the total number of words in the English and Chinese texts.
The value of k is in inverse proportion to the length of the text and must be empirically determined. In our experiment with texts of 3000 -4000 words, k was set to 0.02. Using the constraint in (3), we observed that about 95% of correct word correspondences were retained, while approximately 60% incorrect word correspondences were excluded. Positional difference information significantly reduced a lot of uncertainties. However, there are still a lot of spurious word correspondences that haven't been filtered out. Obviously, we need another method to clean the translation lexicon.
Using Proximity to Find the Translations of Chinese Compounds
It has been noticed that there is a large number of Chinese compounds whose English translations involve more than one word. This characteristic can be easily utilised to identify translations of Chinese compounds from the output of K-vec and dictionary lookup based on partial matching. Since K-vec extracts bilingual word pairs which co-occur in the same segment more often than by chance, if it associates the same Chinese word with two or more English words which are adjacent to each other, then we can reasonably infer that these English words are translations of the Chinese word. Given that tables of word position•indexes of the bilingual text are required by K-vec, extraction of the translations of Chinese compounds is very straightforward. The second and third columns (i.e. the Chinese and English words) of Table 4 are the word pairs extracted by K-vec. Using these word pairs and word position indexes, we can extract the translations of Chinese compounds such as (D koshi 44> oral exam) and (taw xingshaorao 4* sexual harassment). Similar approaches have also been employed in McKeown (1994, 1997) .
The same principle can be easily applied to the output of dictionary lookup based on partial matching. If the translations of two or three consecutive English words partially match different characters of the same Chinese word in the text then they are very likely to be correct word pairs, as the probability of the translations of two consecutive English words coincidentally partially matching different characters of a Chinese word is very low. This method takes advantage of the linguistic characteristics of Chinese compounds, which usually consist of two shouru. This simple method can achieve more than 96% precision in extracting translations of Chinese compounds.
Using Co-occurrences of Word Pairs in Individual Documents to Filter Out Spurious Word Correspondences
Given that the precision of statistics-based and dictionary-based approaches is not satisfactory, is there any method of improving it? Melamed (1995) introduces a novel method to clean incorrect word correspondences induced by statistical word alignment algorithms that assign symmetrical association scores such as likelihood ratios. His approach is based on a sophisticated statistical model.
Instead of adopting document-internal distributional properties and the sophisticated statistical model proposed by Melamed, we tried to use some simple methods to improve the precision of translation lexicon derived from K-vec and dictionary lookup. We used the distributional information of the words in the individual documents that made up the corpus as a criterion of deciding which word pair was more likely to be correct. For instance, if a and b are an English-Chinese word pair, then there should be a significant correlation between the documents in which they appear.
To calculate the co-occurrences of a word pair in the whole corpus, each Chinese text was assigned the same index as its English translation. Two indexes, Chinese Word-Document index and English Word-Document index, were then constructed which recorded the document indexes of all the Chinese and English words occurring in the 58 Chinese and English documents in our corpus, respectively. The Jaccard Coefficient in (4) can be used as a measure to calculate the similarity of the distributions of a proposed English-Chinese word pair, c (4). Jaccard (x, y) - nx+ny-c where nx and ny are the number of documents in which x and y are found, and c is the number of documents they have in common.
The Jaccard Coefficient, however, is unreliable for high frequency words which appear in many documents.
In information retrieval, it has been established that the importance of a term is inversely proportional to the total number of documents in which it occurs (cf. Sparck Jones (1972) ) In other words, the more documents a word occurs in, the less likely it is to be a keyword of the document. This measure, known as Inverse Document Frequency (IDF), is as follows.
(5) log 2 + 1
DOCFREQ k
where-n is the total number of documents and DOCFREQ k is the number of documents in which word k occurs.
• We first used the output of dictionary lookup using partial matching and set the threshold of the Jaccard Coefficient to 0.5 and IDF to 2. After the filtering, we obtained a bilingual translation lexicon of 94% precision. Table 3 shows some of the results. The value of 0.5 of the Jaccard Coefficient was chosen in view of the fact that there are many morphological alternations of a given English word. The recall was about 43% for those word pairs that could be found by partial matching and 10% for the translations of all the English words in the text. In addition to the Jaccard Coefficient and IDF for Chinese and English words, we used two other ratios C/N and E/N to measure the distributional information, in which N is the number of common documents in which the proposed English and Chinese words in question occur and c and e are the number of documents in which the Chinese and English words occur. The information in the C/N and EN columns provides further clues about the co-occurrence of a proposed word correspondence. It can be used to make inferences about cases where a word in the source text corresponds to more than one word in the target text. For instance, in Table 3 , it shows that the word roots occurs in all the English corresponding documents where the word fRIti genshengdigu occurs.
But of all the documents in which the word root occurs only 15.3% of the Chinese corresponding documents can find the occurrences of ffAVIE. This suggests that the English word root might be part of the translation of the Chinese word WAVE.
Although the method introduced above produced a high-precision lexicon, the recall was still low. This was partly because it could not adequately handle cases where a word in the source text corresponded to more than one word in the target text. This included cases where a Chinese word corresponded to an English lemma with several word forms (i.e. inflections) or cases 'where a Chinese compound or idiom corresponded to more than two English words. The first situation could be improved by lemmatisation, while the second situation could be improved by using proximity as discussed in the preceding section.
An alternative method to calculate the co-occurrences of word pairs in individual documents is to merge all the bilingual texts into one 'supper' bilingual text and then use K-vec again to estimate the co-occurrence of a word pair by regarding each document as a segment based on the . output of the original K-vec or dictionary lookup. Table 4 shows the result of this method based on the word pairs extracted via the original K-vec. From Table 4 , we can see that MI and t-score are more convenient than the Jaccard Coefficient, as the latter must be, used in conjunction with IDF to filter out frequently occurring words. By setting the threshold of MI and t-score to 0 and 1.6, we extract 7 word pairs, all of which are correct, achieving 100% accuracy. However, the method leaves out 16 correct word pairs, obtaining a low recall of 0.3. Apparently, high precision is acquired at the cost of low recall. It is therefore more sensible to use this method to find anchor points. An interesting observation is that of all the 7 correct word pairs it identifies, only one . of them involves collocations or compounds. The pair ( ‹N buzai <g> longer) is actually part of the translation (TN buzai 4 #. no longer) .
In the previous section, it has been shown that translations of Chinese compounds can be easily and accurately extracted using proximity condition. The proximity condition and the co-occurrences of word pairs in each document in the whole corpus therefore complement each other in extracting more anchor points.
Conclusion and Future Research
In this paper, we have shown the limitations of both statistics-based and dictionary-based approaches to deriving a translation lexicon. We have demonstrated the necessity of combining statistical and dictionary information and the usefulness of proximity and co-occurrence information of word pairs in individual documents in deriving a high-precision translation lexicon. Although the recall of our method is still low, its high precision can be used to find anchor points for deriving more word correspondences. We are currently implementing an iterative algorithm in the spirit of Kay and ROscheisen (1993) to improve the recall of the translation lexicon.. In the first iteration, the algorithm treats each individual document as a segment to calculate the co-occurrences of word pairs in the whole corpus. Word pairs which meet the proximity condition before the cleaning algorithm or above the threshold of co-occurrence ratio after the cleaning algorithm are identified as anchor points. These anchor points then become boundaries of segments for the next iteration. As the number of segments in each document increases, many correct word pairs incorrectly filtered out by the cleaning algorithm in the first few iterations can be expected to be recovered later.
